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V
alue-based pricing aims for prices to reflect the value 
that customers associate with a product or service offer-
ing. Simple enough to state. But what does this mean? 
What does it imply?

Defining Value
Let’s start with the meaning of value. We take the customer’s 
viewpoint, as that is what is relevant to the issue of value based 
pricing. What is value in the mind of a customer?

The total value of an offering is the difference between the per-
ceived benefits a customer gains in acquiring the offering and 
the perceived price they pay to acquire the offering. 

Mathematically, we write 

V = B - P

where V is for Value, B is for Benefits, and P is for price. In words, 
this simple equation states, from the customer’s perspective, 
value is the benefits gained less the price extracted. 

Let’s check this definition for rationality and clarity:

According to this definition: If an offering delivers more benefits, 
customers gain more value in transacting. If it delivers less ben-
efits, customers attain less value in transacting. In contrast, if the 
offering’s price goes down, customers gain value in transacting. 
If price goes up, customers achieve less value in transacting. 

This specific definition of value also distinguishes the concept of 
value from benefits and price. This too is a good thing, for “value” 
is what is left over from the benefits after the price is paid.

And we can find the relationship between “value” and micro-
economics relatively easily: “Value” takes the role of consumer 
surplus. Benefits reflect the potential demand function, or the 
potential willingness of customers to pay. And price is price. 

Check! These are expected properties of “value” from a custom-
er’s perspective. This definition overcomes the rationality hurdle 
and provides simple clarity. 

But defining “value” acquired by customers as the difference 
between benefits gained and price paid is inadequate for under-
standing value-based pricing. We need to go further. 

Customers rarely think of the total value related to a transac-
tion. And they shouldn’t in free markets. To prove the point that 
total value is largely irrelevant for describing customer purchase 
decisions, consider a thought experiment contrasting the total 
value you derived from water to diamonds and the price you pay 
for each. Without water, we die, but water tends to be a cheap if 
not a free commodity even though most people associate a high 
level of benefits with living. In contrast, diamonds have little in-
trinsic value yet most people will pay dearly for them. Hence, as 
this simple thought experiment demonstrates, prices are largely 
uncorrelated, that is, have little to nothing to do with, the total 
value that offerings deliver. 

Defining Differential Value
The needed refinement for modeling customer decision making 
is to move from considering the total value of an offering to the 
differential value. Differential value is the difference in value ac-
quired through the focal offer versus that acquired from a com-
peting alternative offer. 

Mathematically, we would define differential value as 

DV = VF - VA

where DV is the differential value associated with the focal firm’s 
offering. The subscripts F and A denote the firm and the alter-
native, respectively. Therefore, VF is the total value delivered by 
that focal firm’s offering and VA is the total value delivered by the 
competing alternative offering. Differential value is simply the dif-
ference in total value delivered between two offers. 

Given that the philosophical aim of value-based pricing is to price offerings according to 
the value that customers associate with the offering in comparison to their alternatives, and 
given that value in the customer’s perspective is the difference between the perceived benefits 
gained and the perceived price paid, the maximum price the firm can charge a customer is 
the price of the competing alternative adjusted for the firm’s differential value, as the author 
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Customer Purchase Decision Criteria
Customers select between offers according to differential value. 
Economists talk about this selection as making tradeoffs while 
marketing talks about the selection as making a purchase deci-
sion.

If an offer provides more value than its competing alternative, 
customers will choose that offering. If an offer provides less 
value than its competition alternative, customers will choose the 
alternative offering. That is, customers choose the offering which 
delivers the greatest differential value, for them. 

Logically, we would state the cus-
tomer purchase decision criteria as: 

If and only if DV > 0, the customer 
purchases.

Deriving Value-Based Prices
At this point, deriving the definition 
of value-based pricing is algebraic. 
Substituting the equations for value 
using B for Benefits and P for Price 
and expanding the use of the sub-
scripts F for Firm and A, we have

DV = (BF – BA) – (PF – PA)

Using the customer purchase deci-
sion criteria of positive differential 
value, we seek

(BF – BA) – (PF – PA) > 0

Rearranging this equation to identify the price the firm can charge 
to drive the customer to purchase, we have

PF < PA + (BF – BA) 

This last equation identifies the goal of value-based pricing. It 
states that the maximum price the firm can charge a customer 
is the price of the competing alternative adjusted for the firm’s 
differential value. 

The goal in value-based pricing is to identify and use that maxi-
mum price. That is, value-based pricing strives to price offerings 
in relationship to their competing alternative taking into account 
the difference in benefits, both positive and negative, that the 
firm’s offer delivers in comparison. 

Implementing Value-Based Pricing
Notice we speak of goals and aims with respect to value-based 
pricing. Value-based pricing is a philosophical approach towards 
pricing, not a specific tool, methodology, or structure. Formulas, 
techniques, software, methodologies, processes, and structures 
are useful in achieving value-based pricing, but that doesn’t make 
them the same as the concept itself. 

Hence, the word “based” in the term “value-based pricing.” Val-
ue-based pricing is an approach to pricing that is based in the 
concept of value from the customer’s perspective. Its aim is to 

achieve the price which most accurately reflects the value cus-
tomers’ associate with the offering. 

Given that value-based pricing is not a specific tool, methodol-
ogy, or structure, operationalizing value-based pricing is chal-
lenging. Two major challenges that must be addressed by any 
specific approach towards value-based pricing are (1) measur-
ing the perceptions of value and (2) understanding variations in 
those perceptions. Let’s take them in reverse order. 

Perceptions Vary
Different customers will perceive different benefits and prices 

differently. 

Notice that we carefully mentioned 
perceptions in defining value it-
self. Value is not necessarily an 
objective entity. Some customers 
may perceive a specific offering 
as having great benefits to them, 
while other customers will see all 
offerings within a category to de-
liver the same set of benefits. Some 
customers will perceive the price as 
the price paid, others may perceive 
it lower in the expectation of using a 
rebate or coupon. And many other 
variations on this theme have been 
identified, studied, and used. 

Moreover, the maximum price a firm 
can extract from a customer depends on the alternative under 
consideration. If the firm can shift the frame of reference, its can 
shift its pricing power. Or, if customers have a broader array of 
alternatives, then they may find an approach which leaves them 
far more net-value positive. 

The variation in perceptions between customers of benefits, 
prices, and alternatives implies that value-based pricing aims 
for customer dependent pricing. In economic terms, that would 
be called perfect price discrimination, which brings us to the 
other challenge.

Perceptions Are Hard to Measure
Since the time of Pigou, no informed and rational person has 
stated that perfect price discrimination is possible. The effort re-
quired to know every individual customer’s perception of an offer’s 
differential value exceeds the value which would be captured in 
those transactions. Even measuring one person’s perception of 
differential value is difficult. 

Researchers have devised many ways to estimate customer’s 
willingness to pay. (My book Pricing Strategy contains a compre-
hensive review of the most common academically accepted and 
industry proven methodologies.) Each of these techniques and 
approaches help managers get closer to the goal of value-based 
pricing, and anyone striving towards that goal can legitimately 
claim to be doing value-based pricing. But they none of them 
reach that goal for every customer. They just get a firm closer to 
it. They just help narrow the uncertainty around the price which 
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Value-based pricing allows executives 
to separate the questions of “what price 
can we get for this offering?” from the 
question “what will it cost to produce?” 
And yes, this is a good thing.

most reflects the value customers’ are willing to pay. 

Value-Based Pricing is Radical
Given that value-based pricing aims to price offerings according 
to the value customers’ associate with the offering in comparison 
to its alternatives, we have defined a pricing approach that leaves 
out a key word that most people want to associate with every 
pricing concept: cost. To not explicitly include cost information 
in an approach pricing is a radical idea. 

Is value-based pricing without cost information possible? Is this 
a good idea? What does this imply for business, economics and 
public policy? 

Omitting Costs … Sometimes
From a definitional stance, omitting cost information in defining 
the concept of value-based pricing is possible and appropriate. 

Not to say that techniques driving a firm towards value-based 
pricing should never include cost information, for many of the 
best value-based pricing methodologies are deeply rooted in 
cost information. Many, but not all. 

Nor should firms always sell offerings at the price identified by 
value-based pricing. They may choose not to sell the offering 
at all because the price customers are willing to pay is below 
the costs to deliver. They may 
choose to sell the offering at 
a lower price than that identi-
fied through value-based pric-
ing in the strategic belief that, 
long-term, the firm will gain a 
competitive advantage, per-
haps in a different market, by 
penetrating the current target 
market or maintaining current 
market share. They may even 
choose to price it higher than 
that identified through value-
based pricing for legal, psy-
chological, industry development stage or other reasons. 

But value-based pricing is not cost-based. These two concepts 
are different. 

And even though value-based and cost-based pricing are con-
ceptually different, they do share some techniques and struc-
tures. Some of the specific formulas, software, methodologies 
and processes used in cost-based pricing can also be used for 
value-based pricing. Some, but not all.

(To use a metaphor, a hammer can be used to shingle a roof or 
hang a picture. The aims of “hanging a picture” and “shingle a 
roof” are different, even though both aims share the common tool 
of “hammer.” Moreover, “hanging a picture” may require a level 
while “shingling a roof” may require knee-pads. Hence some 
tools will be shared though the aims are different, others will not.)

Hence, yes it is obviously possible to define value-based pricing 
without explicitly mentioning costs. It has been done. 

Separating Pricing from Cost
Value-based pricing allows executives to separate the questions 
of “what price can we get for this offering?” from the question 
“what will it cost to produce?” And yes, this is a good thing.

From a process and decision making viewpoint, pricing is not 
the same as cost. 

Pricing, under a value-based approach, is an exercise of asking 
and answering — “What will this customer pay? What will other 
customers like that one pay? What will different market segments 
pay? Can prices be structured or managed to vary between cus-
tomers in proportion to what they will pay? Which product-market 
segment parings generate interesting revenue streams?” These 
are hard questions. They are fundamentally questions about the 
world external to the company, the world of its customers.  

Note these questions are very different from cost questions. 
“What is the variable cost? What is the marginal cost of one more 
unit? What is the expected incremental cost of adding a new line? 
How would costs be effected if more capital expenditures were 
undertaken to improve productivity? What do the firm’s actions 
look like from an activity-based cost viewpoint?” These too are 
hard questions, but they aren’t the same as value-based pricing 
questions. They are fundamentally questions about the world in-
ternal to the company, the world of its employees, facilities and 

suppliers.  

Pricing Strategy document-
ed methodologies and ap-
proaches for addressing 
these pricing questions from 
a value-based viewpoint, but 
these techniques don’t al-
ways need cost information. 
And many times, the cost 
information needed for doing 
a good value-based pricing 
exercise is only minimal or a 
rough approximation of the 

true costs. Sometimes, accurate cost is required, but not always. 

In practice, many highly profitable firms in fields fueled by intel-
lectual property don’t even consider costs when it comes to 
pricing. We see this in medical, data, software, semiconductor 
manufacturing, and many other fields as well. 

By separating the challenges of cost from pricing, executives are 
positioned to make better decisions about both. They can kick-
off a pricing exercise without conducting a cost exercise, or vice 
versa, thus isolating and optimizing the process for each issue 
without undertaking a massive information gathering effort. This 
is clearly a good thing from a “management decision-making ef-
fectiveness and efficiency” viewpoint. 

Moreover, executives may lower costs without a commensurate 
price decrease or raise prices without a commensurate cost in-
crease. When they do, they may be turning a suspected com-
petitive advantage into a tangible economic outcomes. This too 
is a good thing. If prices and costs are completely correlated, 
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competitive strategy would be reduced to a trite exercise and all 
economic profits would be impossible. The creative-destruction 
engine of capitalism which enables growth of human potential 
would be destroyed, and firms may have little incentive to innovate.

Radical Implications
As firms adopt value-based pricing, as they have observably been 
doing, we may find the correlation between prices and costs be-
comes broken, at least in some industries. This has some radical 
and serious implications, many of which are currently unresolved.

For instance, what does accounting and finance look like if prices 
and costs become unrelated? How should firms project future 
revenues when prices vary between customers dramatically? 
How can investments be made when the underlying revenue of 
firms are generated through prices which are predictable only 
with large uncertainties? Even moving from the metric of “price” 
to “average selling price” helps, but it doesn’t address all the is-
sues of potential price variance or potentially high fluctuations 
in revenue generation. Will real-options analysis be adopted by 
firms doing value-based pricing when considering new business 
development and product launches? How will that be managed?

Or, from a sales and marketing viewpoint, can firms do value-
based pricing without undertaking value-based selling? Is this just 
another hoopla about gouging customers, or does it work towards 
better supplier-customer relationships? What role do sales-per-
suasion techniques have in a value-based pricing world? 

And, what does economics look like if prices and costs become 
unrelated? Does this change the expectations of supply curves 
in microeconomics? Does the paradigm that contrasts perfect 
competition with monopolistic competition, oligopolies and mo-
nopolies really make sense in a value-based pricing world? What 
happens to the economic “law of one price” in a value-based 
pricing world? Are we creating the new field of nano-economics: 
the pricing of offerings at the firm level, which leads to the pricing 
of offerings at the microeconomic industry level?

Or, how should the adoption of value-based pricing affect public 
policy? Who defines the difference between exorbitant prices 

and appropriate prices? Should regulators really allow firms to 
practice value-based pricing in the expectation that competi-
tive dynamics will, in time, unseat the current leader and change 
price expectations? Will the people accept such a turbulent and 
creative world, or will the calls for manageable predictability and 
security destroy the acceptance of the process and its outcomes?

These are not easy questions. I have my opinions on each of 
them but the jury is out as a whole and the answers are likely to 
turn the table on some established power relationships. It won’t 
be an easy journey.

We Are On This Path
Given that the philosophical aim of value-based pricing is to price 
offerings according to the value that customers associate with 
the offering in comparison to their alternatives, and given that 
value in the customer’s perspective is the difference between 
the perceived benefits gained and the perceived price paid, we 
found that the maximum price the firm can charge a customer 
is the price of the competing alternative adjusted for the firm’s 
differential value. 

And yes, value-based pricing can be meaningfully defined without 
mentioning costs, but that doesn’t mean that costs are always 
irrelevant when it comes to value-based pricing. Sometimes, a 
value-based pricing methodology is deeply reliant on cost infor-
mation, other times not. But it is always rooted in the customer 
perceptions of benefits and price.

Firms are adapting value-based pricing. We know what it is and 
we know it is the future. But it is difficult to do and radically dif-
ferent from a cost-based world. Getting there will be quite a ride.

Value-Based Pricing: What an exciting field to evangelize. Oh 
the places we’ll go!
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